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Overview 

DAO



Upcomings DAO is a community-driven decentralized autonomous 

organization for the development of DApps and crypto financing solutions. The 

DApps are focused on solving problems in existing crypto apps and integrating 

them with UPCG token economy. 

Upcomings DAO is on the verge of building one of the biggest and strongest 

communities, that believes in the motive and potential of the project. The 

community is not just the holder of the UPCG tokens but also has the right to 

share technical or promotional suggestions and also be involved in the decision 

making activities. 

The highly professional members, traders, tech experts, administrators, and 

influencers are also given special authority in their respective pieces of work in 

the whole ecosystem. Upcomings aim of a large number of people joining the 

ecosystem to take control over the market and generate safe and regular 

passive income. 

                                           

UpComings is a decentralized crypto economy that will be built for multichain 

access. The UPCG token is a standard multi-chain token and facilitates the 

economy of the Upcomings DAO. It denotes the value of its Dapps and serves as 

a mechanism for utility in the ecosystem. The token will also be released in 

different standard blockchains like BEP20, ERC20, SOL51, POLYGON ..etc 

The Upcomings DAO is meant to develop and promote the UPCG ecosystem 

Upcomings DAO

UpComings token (UPCG) -   Power of Crypto in 

your wallet
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and will dedicate its resources to research, development, and governance. 

UPCG is a utility token and is not supposed to have any particular value outside 

the UPCG ecosystem. 

Since UPCG is not a security token, this Whitepaper cannot constitute a 

prospectus or offer document for any investment in securities.

(i)     shall not provide you with rights of any form with respect to Company or  

         its revenues or assets, including, but not limited to, any voting, distribution,  

         redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual 

         property), or other financial or legal rights; 

(ii)    shall not be deemed to be a loan to Company; and 

(iii)   shall not provide you with any ownership or other interest in the Company.

UpComings DAO warns that the involvement of purchasing any tokens 

represents a very high risk to any participating contributor. 

Activity should only be undertaken by those with substantial technical 

knowledge and that are also able to understand the specific network and 

related token being offered. UpComings DAO, as well as its partners, team, 

directors, agents, joint ventures, employees, and suppliers, assumes no liability 

or responsibility for any loss arising out of or related to the use of the UPCG 

ecosystem or any technical, interruption, or malfunction of the platform.

Payments . Utility . Gaming . Trading

The token you will love. A perfectly designed token economy for crypto lovers 

and traders. Its a Bulls eye !
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UPCG Tokenomics 



 

Team: 7% 

Liquidity : 10% 

Staking Reward: 20% 

Product Development: 50% 

Community Development : 3% 

Investors:2% 

Advisors: 1.5% 

Contributors: 2% 

Network Growth: 2.25% 

Backers: 2.25%

 

UPCG token is the native token of Upcomings with multiple use cases and a 

perfectly designed strong token economy. 

1.  Decentralized Exchange Backup 

2. Market Model backup

3. P2P Exchange fees

4. Decentralized Chat

5. Launchpad Contributions 

6. Web3 gaming rewards and fees 

7.  Trade 

8. UPCG Staking 

Upcomings Swap is Decentralized Exchange, a BSC network-based liquidity 

protocol that offers seamless token swap with low fees and convenience. 

Total Supply: 20000000

UPCG Use Cases

1. Upcomings Swap- Decentralized Exchange
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The Exchange will be initially launched on the BSC network and the go 

Upcomings will work on developing a multi-chain swap that supports all the 

standard networks including Ethereum, Solana, polygon, and others. Users also 

have the privilege to provide liquidity and trade multiple tokens.  

 

Upcomings market is a very helpful tool for traders, the platform offers 

real-time price tracking and the history of all the cryptocurrencies. Users are 

guides with advanced charting, thorough analysis, and complete details of the 

crypto.

The team is developing an AI module for markets that provides advanced 

features like collective price prediction, market sentiments, and other factors 

that are helpful for traders in decision-making. 

Upcomings P2P is a crypto-to-fiat exchange platform that matches local 

buyers and sellers to complete the trade. 

With the legislative development of crypto in many countries, direct withdrawal 

of crypto is now tax applicable which is too high or sometimes unbearable. To 

overcome this we need a systematic and secure exchange platform. 

Upcmongs P2P exchange comes into this role, there has been a high demand 

and the team is aware of the solution that people need.

The Upcomings P2P will convert a complete trade mode, and dispute support 

system and will support 7+ fiat currencies on the go.  

2. Upcomings Markets - Price tracking and analytics

3. P2P -Peer to Peer exchange (Upcomings P2P)
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This is a decentralized messaging system by Upcmoings. The platform allows 

users to connect wallets and chat with the users across. The model will give 

users privacy, anonymity, and security. The DeTalk messaging app will also 

include a wallet model future for the user. 

This is an incubator program, a decentralized launchpad to list and host verified 

crypto, web3, and NFT projects. The launchpad will include a listing of projects 

and undertaking all the promotional activities with the calendar. 

The model will uphold official partnerships and share holding activity to the 

users to Upcomings Protocol platform. 

This is a sophisticated web3 gaming platform that offers users fun and play-to-

earn games. Third-party and exclusive games will be hosted regularly with 

contests and rewards.  

Upcomings gaming will stand up to the best web3 gaming experience with a 

large gamers community of streamers and players. 

 

UPCG token will be initially launched directly on PancakeSwap, the BSC-based 

decentralized exchange. With the ongoing developments of Upcomings 

economy, the token will meet regular pumps in favour of traders. 

4. Decentralized Chat

5. Upcomings Launchpad

6. Upcomings Web3 Games

7. Trade

1. Upcomings Swap- Decentralized Exchange
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Crypto staking has become a viable means for users to generate passive 

income, and it has gotten popular over the years. Upcomings staking crypto can 

be extremely profitable, and it is an excellent way to earn passive income for 

long-term believers in crypto who are indifferent to price swings.

 

 

Staking is collateral with UPCG token that will bring you up to 240% at one 

pace. Unlimited Staking allowed.

 

Save and Pay for all the network-related services, payments & fees.

The token is directly listed on the exchange and held by a large community of 

contributors.

With the ongoing product use cases, big community and dynamic updates give 

you regular pumps. 
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The UPCG token economy

8. UPCG Staking

Staking

Network Utility

Community Drive

Trade
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Note

All the products mentioned above will be developed and 

deployed in the Upcomings platform which may include 

third-party tools and resources.

All the products will have UPCG token as the network 

currency and will be used for fees, payments and reward 

too.,

Upcomings products will be launched as per the decided 

roadmap timelines and any other changes to that will be 

updated, accordingly.
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